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The SAFE and SEC³URE Program  
 

1. What is the Safe and SEC3URE Incentive program?  
It’s a program that rewards our community for creating a SAFE and SEC³URE healthcare environment. 
 
At IntelliCentrics, we believe that high-quality, cost-effective care is achieved when everyone knows their role. So, we 
built the most advanced credentialing technology, packaging a professional's verified credentials into the SEC³URE 
Passport for instant sharing within the SEC³URE Ethos. 
 
And now, we are taking it even further by sharing the financial benefits created from a SAFE and SEC³URE environment 
directly with our community of healthcare providers. 
 

2. How does it work? 
It’s a simple program. Earn up to $3 every time a trusted and credentialed vendor representative visits your facility and 
3% back on all Medical Credentialing and Payer Enrollment invoiced spend.  

 
3. How much can my facility earn? 

There is no limit. The more your facility contributes to a SAFE and SEC³URE community the more you earn!  
 
4. Can my system earn rewards at more than one location? 

Absolutely! We encourage all locations within your health system to participate.  
 

5. How can my locations qualify for the incentive program? 
Each facility qualifies by implementing our SAFE and SEC³URE best practices. 

 
6. What are the SAFE and SEC³URE best practices? 

The SAFE and SEC³URE best practices are your formula for success in creating a SAFE and SEC³URE environment.  
 
We have analyzed 15+ years of data from our community of 10,000+ locations of care and identified 5 best practices for 
creating a SAFE and SEC³URE environment and maximizing your rewards. 
 

7. How long does it take to start earning?  
You can start earning rewards today! Let our team of experts handle it or take the lead yourself. Either way, 
participation in the best practices can be accomplished with less than 10 minutes a week. 

 
8. Are there any implementation fees: 

Implementation is completely free of charge, just like our best-in-class integrated suite of credentialing technologies. 
 

9. Is the incentive system all or nothing? 
Every little bit helps, each best practice implemented is worth 20% of the total reward. In other words, implement 4 out 
of 5 and receive 80% of your reward. 

 
10. Can my facility earn rewards across the Vendor, Medical and Payer Enrollment bundled offerings? 

Yes! The SAFE and SEC³URE Program works best when implemented across all services. 


